RE:  CITY OF GRAND HAVEN SNOW REMOVAL POLICY

Property owners are responsible for the placement of snow removal. If snow removal is contracted out by the homeowner, the homeowner is responsible for informing the contractor about proper placement of snow from their property. Please notify any contractor, that may be placing snow on sidewalks or pushing snow across the street onto the City Right of Way, of the following City Ordinance:

Sec. 32-75. Snow and Ice – Depositing.
A person removing snow or ice from public property shall not deposit the same on any sidewalk, street, alley or corner clearance area as defined in Section 40-285 of this Code. Snow or ice may be placed or deposited in an area between the sidewalk and the curb line when such area is adjacent to the property from which the snow or ice is removed, in such quantity as will not create a traffic hazard.

If you have any questions regarding this Press Release, please call Matt Wade, Streets & Utilities Manager, at 616-847-3493. Thank you.
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